Demand Response in Action for Texans
Texas individuals, businesses, schools and local governments already benefit from taking
part in demand response programs.
Demand response can help make the Texas electricity market more reliable and more
environmentally friendly while promoting competition to benefit individuals and
businesses. Demand response empowers customers to manage their electric usage when
the grid is most strained – usually during heat waves or cold spells – improving grid
reliability, saving money and reducing environmental impact.
The time is right to do more. Technological advances and an evolving energy market
provide more opportunities for demand response to meet grid reliability challenges.
Here are a few examples of how demand response already is working for Texans:
ERCOT – Polar Vortex
When Texas was struck by the so-called “Polar Vortex” cold snap in January 2014,
hundreds of businesses, schools, local governments and individuals participating in
demand response provided 496 megawatts of capacity to the grid – an amount equal to
the output of an average sized coal-fired power plant. One megawatt is enough
electricity to power about 200 homes during peak demand. An ERCOT report found that,
in this case, demand response programs exceeded expectations by delivering 127
percent of the power contracted for.
(Source: ERCOT Annual Report Pursuant to P.U.C. SUBST. R. 25.507(g), Regarding Emergency Response Service for
the Program Year February 1, 2013, through January 31, 2014)

Grand Prairie Independent School District
Grand Prairie Independent School District (GPISD) – which educates more than 26,000
students across nearly 4.5 million square feet of building space – worked with EnerNOC to
deploy energy intelligence software and demand response. During demand response
operations, the district lowers energy use temporarily by making adjustments to the HVAC
system at select schools without compromising the classroom environment for students
and teachers. The district has saved more than $500,000 a year and has been recognized
by local and national organizations for its energy management efforts.
Leggett & Platt
Leggett & Platt – one of North America’s largest independent manufacturers of
components for bedding and home and office furniture – worked with EnerNOC to deploy
demand response as part of ongoing energy conservation efforts. Leggett & Platt, with 20
business units and 160 manufacturing facilities in 18 countries, implemented demand
response at two Texas manufacturing facilities in Fort Worth and Ennis. The company
identified production line elements that could be shut down temporarily – including
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lighting, specific manufacturing sub-operations and targeted high-horsepower motors
such as conveyors and grinders – without impacting overall operations. With temporary
adjustments, the company’s Texas facilities have delivered energy reductions totaling
about 900 kilowatts. Not only did these energy reductions help stabilize the state’s electric
grid during periods of high demand, they resulted in payments to the company,
increasing its annual revenue.
PointOne
PointOne, which provides telecommunications infrastructure for phone and Internet
services, worked with EnerNOC to deploy demand response capabilities in its facilities. In
times of high system demand, EnerNOC automatically switches PointOne’s facility in
downtown Houston to backup generation, protecting PointOne’s equipment and
providing business continuity security. By reducing energy use provided from the grid by
200 kilowatts, PointOne earns more than $5,000 in annual payments. In addition, by using
energy intelligence software that collects and analyzes real-time energy consumption at
the company’s facility, $250,000 in unintentional energy overbilling was identified as well
as $1,500 to $2,000 a month in energy savings.
About AEMA:
The Advanced Energy Management Alliance (AEMA) is an association of providers and supporters
of demand response united to overcome barriers to the use of demand response in Texas and
nationwide. AEMA advocates policies that empower and compensate customers to manage their
energy usage and make the electric grid more efficient, more reliable, more environmentally
friendly and less expensive. For more information visit http://aem-alliance.org.
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